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Group Discussion or GD is a type of discussion that involves people sharing ideas or activities.People
in the group discussion are connected with one basic idea. Based on that idea, everyonein the group
represents his/her perspective. GD is a discussion that tests the candidate’s skills,such as leadership
skills, communication skills, social skills and behavior, politeness, teamwork, listening ability,
General awareness, confidence, problem-solving skills, etc.

With the same idea of cultivating a positive mindset, making students feel more confident andpolishing
their leadership skills as well as soft skills, Talent 100 (T-100) team in collaboration with add-on
courses of VPM’s R Z SHAH COLLEGE organized a second round of Group Discussion on 24th
January, 2023.

The talk began at 11:00 a.m. with a welcome speech by ChinmayDesai, a student of TYBCOMwhere he
addressed l/C principal Dr. Kavita Sharma, Vice principal Mrs. Anjaneeka Uday and
Dr. Barkha Shamnani, Teacher in-charge Prof. Smita Jadhav and Mrs. Shilpa Jadhav and everyone
present over there.



There were three major groups for the group discussion, Group-1, Group-2 and Group-3 with Free
Speech in a democracy, Privatization- Transparent administration and Entrepreneurship V/S Jobs as
their topics respectively. The discussion began with group-1 keeping their points on why the freedom
of speech is a fundamental right and why is it necessary in a democracy like India while the other half
spoke about how freedom of speech is a privilege and just because it’s our fundamental right doesn’t
mean one should be taking its advantage. The groupcame to a conclusion that one should know their
limits while putting the fundamental rights inuse.

The second group started their discussion with why entrepreneurship is better than a job and how one
can enjoy a long-run profit once their startup actually becomes stable while the otherhalf group spoke
about how jobs are better than entrepreneurship and why is it more preferableand less- risk taking. The
group put forward their points and had a long and healthy discussionover it with the conclusion either
of those cannot work without each other. An entrepreneur needs employee for his successful
entrepreneurship and an employee needs an entrepreneur toprovide him employment.

.

The last group had a discussion over why there is a need for transparency in privatization, how it
actually helps in gaining public interest while the other half talked why transparency should be
maintained but at a certain level so it does not discloses the private information about the



Company to the public. They also put forward the context of public companies and how public or
government involved companies suffers a loss when they do not priorities their idea of making profit
from the public interest.

The discussion moved ahead with Dr. Kavita Sharma appreciating the student’s participation.
Honourable General Secretary of VPM’s RZ SHAH COLLEGE, Adv. Vijay Kulkarni made the
discussion a very informative one with his words and thoughts. He explained how this Group
Discussion is actually a practice for the students whowill be working in corporate sectorin future.

Adv. Vijay Kulkarni sir then distributed the badges to the students with a book as a token of
appreciation. He also distributed the badges to the Principal, Vice Prinicipals and the teacher’s in-
charge. The programme concluded with a vote of thanks to everyone present over there.

Mrs Smita Jadhav
Co- Convener of T-100


